GREEN INDUSTRY NEWS

Sod Producers Gather for Summer Convention and Field Days in Alberta . . .
Nurserymen Withstand Kansas City Heat at Annual Meeting . . .
Lawn Institute Elects New Officers.

FEATURES

Herbicides’ Effects on Turf Disease
Professor Clinton Hodges of Iowa State researched the physiological changes on turfgrasses from lab applications of 2,4-D, 2,4,5-T, MCPP, and dicamba.

SEED ESTABLISHMENT, SOD INSTALLATION—TURF MANAGEMENT SERIES, PART 3

1981 GREEN INDUSTRY BUYER’S GUIDE
An updated source of ready information for purchasing and comparing equipment, chemicals, and supplies. This version gives what is available and where to get it.

Junipers Offer Variety of Designs
This well adaptable and multi-shaped tree variegates innumerable landscape designs, according to Horticulturist Doug Chapman.
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Cover: Dwarf Japanese Garden Juniper, Procumbens ‘Nana,’ is a slow growing ground cover for flowering trees such as Malus floribundi.